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Students
lay out
ideas
for ASI
Two presidential
candidates face off
in only debate
MATTHEW MEDINA
Daily Titan

The Titan Student Union
was packed Thursday
night with students watching the Associated Students Inc. presidential and
vice presidential candidates state their case.
Harpreet Bath, the ASI
chief governmental officer,
was with his running mate
Michael Badal, a member
of the Titan Student Centers Governing Board, at
the first and only official
ASI presidential debate.
Running against Bath is
Missy Mendoza, the athletics director of Titan Tusk
Force, with Josue Rodriguez, a public relations coordinator with the TSU.
A major focal point of
the debate was the Student
Success Initiative (SSI),
a proposed new fee that
the Student Fee Advisory
Committee (SFAC) passed
the night before the debate.
The fee requires approval from President Mildred García and California
State University Chancellor Timothy P. White before going into effect.
Bath is one of the 13 voting SFAC members. He voted against the fee that ultimately passed at $181 per
semester.
“As we were looking at
all the student feedback,
I thought that I didn’t feel
that gut feeling that said
‘yes, this is what students
really want,’” he said. “I’m
not afraid to say the things
that our students are
thinking, because that’s
the president we need.”
Bath said now that the
initiative has passed, he
would do everything he
could to hold administrators accountable in the implementation of the fee and
advocate for more help and
funding from the government at every level.
Rodriguez said if elected, he and Mendoza would
proactively approach students to hear their concerns regarding the implementation of the SSI and
other issues, then present
their findings to the university’s administration.
“Whenever we’re meeting with administrators,
they need to know what
the students want,” Mendoza said. “We need to
make sure as student leaders that we’re making
these decisions, and we’re
making sure the money
that’s being allocated is a
direct reflection of the resources that the students
need and what they want.
SEE ASI, 3

Disclaimer
The Daily Titan does not
align itself with any ASI
candidates.
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Junior outfielder Austin Diemer runs through a line of his teammates and exchanges high fives during the pregame introductions. Diemer and the Titans took the series
win over Saint Mary’s this weekend by winning the rubber match on Sunday. Diemer is batting .246 and has drove in seven runs in addition to stealing three bases.

Titans outlast Gaels for series win
BASEBALL

CSUF overcome eight
errors this weekend
to take rubber match
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The Cal State Fullerton
baseball team did not play
up to its expectations this
past weekend, but they were
able to sneak past the visiting Saint Mary’s Gaels by
winning two of three games
in the series despite inconsistent defense.
Game 1
CSUF came out flat to
start the weekend on Friday, getting caught up in a
back and forth affair with
what should have been an
overmatched Saint Mary’s
squad.
Sophomore Thomas Eshelman took the mound for Fullerton in hopes of extending
his scoreless innings streak
to 18, but the Gaels struck

early with an unearned run
in the first to give the visitors an early lead and bring
the streak to an end.
Fullerton struck back
with a run of its own in the
bottom of the first on a sacrifice fly from junior third
baseman Matt Chapman.
They extended their lead
in the fourth when a single
from freshman Timmy Richards was misplayed by Gaels
right fielder Anthony Gonsolin, allowing two runs to
score to give the home team
a 3-1 advantage.
Each team added a run
over the next three innings,
but CSUF seemed to be taking control of the game with

its ace on the hill.
Eshelman was cruising
along until the seventh inning, where he allowed four
hits to the first five batters
he faced, which resulted in
two runs crossing the plate
that tied the score at four
apiece.
The game remained deadlocked until the 13th inning
when junior pitcher Koby
Gauna allowed an RBI double to Gaels third baseman
Anthony Villa, giving the
visitors a 5-4 lead.
Seeing as the Titans’ offense had been so putrid
over six straight scoreless innings heading into the 13th,
there wasn’t much hope for
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Sophomore Thomas Eshelman pitched nine innings and struck out
nine Saint Mary’s Gaels on Friday in their extra-innings victory.

an extra-inning comeback at
Goodwin Field.
However, junior J.D. Davis
came to the plate with the
bases loaded and two men
out, and blooped a single
into right field to bring in the
tying and winning runs.
“I knew they weren’t going

to give me a third fastball,”
Davis said. “I just stayed on
the slider and just let my
hands work to just shoot it
the other way like coach always said.”
SEE BASEBALL, 8

Low turnout at police brutality protest
Activists assemble as
part of international
day of demonstration
CYNTHIA WASHICKO
Daily Titan

Attendance was sparse
Saturday at a demonstration in downtown Fullerton to protest police
brutality and the alleged
injustices surrounding the
Kelly Thomas murder trial. Despite nearly 200 people listed as attending on
the event’s Facebook page,
fewer than 20 protesters
were present at any time.
Max Avalos, one of the
organizers of the protest,
expressed frustration with
the low turnout, especially given the large number
of promised attendees.
Avalos said the presence of
any protester adds meaning to the demonstration.
“Any person’s involvement in the protest means
something; (their) mere
presence is what we need,”
he said.

ELEONOR SEGURA / Daily Titan
Protesters hold signs in front of the Fullerton Police Department building Saturday. The demonstration
was part of the International Day Against Police Brutality as well as a remembrance of Kelly Thomas.

The protest was part
of the International Day
Against Police Brutality, a
series of demonstrations
that took place March 15.
The Fullerton event was
meant to protest police
brutality as a whole, as
well as the Kelly Thomas
incident specifically.

The protest started at
the bus depot in the Fullerton
Transportation
Center, where Thomas
had a confrontation with
six Fullerton police officers that turned violent.
A small group gathered in
the morning, and walked
from there to the Fuller-
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ton Police Department
only blocks away.
Protesters held signs
and many wore Guy
Fawkes masks as they
stood on Commonwealth
Avenue outside the police
station.
“We’re out here today to
simply spread the word and

to get some kind of justice
for Kelly Thomas,” Avalos
said. “We’re out here today
to raise awareness for police brutality, because it
just simply can’t go on.”
Avalos said his goal for
the protest was an entirely nonviolent demonstration, adding that any future events should be held
to the same standard. The
march was in line with
that goal, as it did not
spark much conflict. The
only police presence came
when officers ordered protesters to stop using chalk
on the sidewalk outside
the station.
“We’re here to spread
the word and be part of
Kelly’s voice, not anybody’s anger,” Avalos said.
“You can’t fight anger with
anger, you’ve got to fight
anger with an example of
peacefulness.”
Multiple protesters at
the march cited raising
awareness as their reason
for attending.
SEE PROTEST, 2
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Irvine Campus holds
focus groups to help
set priorities
CECILY MEZA
Daily Titan

Cal State Fullerton purchased an additional property in Irvine last August
and has began to plan the
future expansion of the Irvine Campus to better serve
CSUF students.
A CSUF focus group held a
discussion at 8 a.m., 10 a.m.
and 4 p.m. on March 13 to
discuss future expansion
plans for the Irvine Campus,
which could affect 11,000
students who live,commute
and work in southern Orange County.
Peter A. Wilson, Ph.D., senior consultant for Rodgers
Associates, wanted to gather individual feedback about
the future development of
the Irvine Campus from
those who had an association with CSUF.

“Two to three future scenarios for the campus will
be explored to reflect opportunities in the southern Orange County region for the
Irvine Campus and the university,” Wilson said.
After gaining the feedback
and data from these focus
groups, Rodgers Associates
were tasked to develop other
possibilities and alternative
expansion plans.
“We have been asked to
design two to three funding
models for achieving the future scenarios (for the Irvine
Campus),” Wilson said.
Along with the funding
models, Rodgers Associates
will need to keep in mind
the future goals and strategic plans CSUF has for the
development of the Irvine
Campus. A series of proposals have already been written for suggestions of equipment and supplies that will
go into the new building,
Wilson said.
The future of those proposals will be discussed in
future interviews with those

FOR THE RECORD
In the issue published March 12, in the article
titled “Irvine Campus to expand,” it was
reported that one of the buildings could be
ready to hold courses for students as early as
fall 2014. The targeted semester is fall 2015.
Please contact Editor-in-Chief Ethan Hawkes
at (657) 278-5815 or at editorinchief@
dailytitan.com to report any errors.
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who have written them to
see which is the best fit for
the future development of
the Irvine Campus.
Those who were able to
participate in the focus
groups were faculty, staff
and students with positions

“We have been
asked to design
two to three
funding models
for achieving the
future scenarios
(for the Irvine
Campus).”
PETER A. WILSON
Senior Consultant, Rodgers
Associates

in Associated Students Inc.
and those involved in the
community.
“We took on this project
with the understanding that
all the interviews would be

anonymous; everybody that
participates their anonymity is protected,” Wilson
said.
All the information that
was derived from the focus
groups is the property of
Rodgers Associates and will
be used to identify trends
and common themes in a report for the university.
The quotes and feedback
that Rodgers Associates felt
was important for the university to be aware will be
taken into account when
the company creates that
report.
“Once the final report has
been completed, we will
present it to the executive
sponsor, the dean and to a
small group of stakeholders
… and will go through the
report line by line,” Wilson
said.
Once the data is explained
to those who involved with
the expansion project, there
will be two to three open
meetings where the results of the focus groups
will be presented to the

public and future goals will
be explained.
“We will invite all the
people that participated in
the interviews to come to
those (meetings) … when
your opinions are surveyed,
you never hear what the results of the study are and we
are going to make sure (you
know the results),” Wilson
said.
During the focus group,
participants in the study
answered a series of anonymous questions concerning
the future of the Irvine Campus and what they would
like to see on the campus going forward.
“I think clearly the university ... wants to develop the
Irvine Campus and they are
really interested in seeing
what the different possibilities might be,” Wilson said.
There will be a final focus
group on March 26 at the Irvine Campus in room 245 at
5 p.m. for those who want to
give their feedback on what
should happen to the Irvine
Campus expansion.

Stabbing in local bar

Crimean
voters favor
annexation
Voters in Crimea, a
region that is currently part of Ukraine, cast
their ballots Sunday
in support of a measure that would make
the region a part of
Russia.
Nearly 96 percent
of the votes that have
been counted are in
favor of joining Russia
rather than becoming an independent
state, according to
the Crimean Electoral
Commission.
Seventy-five percent
of all ballots had been
counted as of Sunday
evening, officials said.
President
Barack
Obama spoke with
Russian
President
Vladimir Putin Sunday, and emphasized
that the United States
would refuse to recognize the Crimean referendum, according to
a statement from the
White House.

Anaheim
recycler finds
dead body

CECILY MEZA
Daily Titan

Courtesy of Christopher DeCaro
The Continental Room, established in 1925, was the site of a
stabbing early Sunday morning. Four people were injured.

from nearby businesses.
Officers also plan to conduct interviews with eyewitnesses to further the
investigation.
No arrests have been
made in the stabbing, and
it is unclear how many

people were involved in
the incident.
The Continental Room
was established in 1925
and is known as one of the
oldest drinking establishments still in existence in
downtown Fullerton.

Activists remember Kelly Thomas
PROTEST
Continued from PAGE 1

“I feel that (police brutality) is an issue that people
should be concerned about,”
said Kate Robinson, a freelance editor who attended
the protest. “I think a lot of
people think it can’t happen
to them, but I believe it can
happen to anyone.”
Andrew Tindukasin, another demonstrator, echoed
Robinson’s wishes to use the
protest as a means to raise
public awareness for an issue he said some do not pay
enough attention to.
“Some people, they don’t
know what’s going on, they
just going on about their
lives, but if they stop by here
and they see the signs, it’s
going to spark some interest,” Tindukasin said.
Anaheim James, another demonstrator, said along
with raising awareness
about police brutality, the
protest was meant to draw
attention specifically to the
Kelly Thomas case.
Avalos agreed with James,
adding the event would not
be the last to express frustration with the outcome
of the Thomas trial. Manuel Ramos, one of the officers acquitted in the trial, coaches a little league
baseball team in Fullerton, Avalos said. His continued involvement in the
Fullerton community was

DTBRIEFS

- DAVID COATS

Four are wounded
in altercation at
Continental Room

Four
people
were
stabbed early Sunday
morning at a bar in downtown Fullerton’s SOCO
District, according to
KABC.
The stabbing occurred
inside the Continental
Room, a popular establishment near Santa Fe Avenue
and Harbor Boulevard.
Three men and one
woman were taken to a local hospital to treat their
injuries, and all of the
victims are expected to
survive.
The motive for the attack
is unclear, but it may have
occurred because of a fight
inside the bar, according to the Orange County
Register.
Police plan to review
surveillance footage from
cameras inside the bar and

MONDAY

The body of a woman
that was partially hidden in debris was discovered Friday morning at an Anaheim
recycling center, according to the Orange
County Register.
The body has been
identified as 21-yearold Jarrae Nykkole Estepp of Modesto.
Estepp’s
body
was picked up by a
trash truck Friday
and brought to the
facility.
The unclothed body
was discovered after a
worker spotted it on a
conveyor belt used to
separate recyclables
from other trash and
yard waste.
Estepp’s case is currently being treated
as a homicide, but the
time and date of her
death are not known.
An autopsy to determine the exact cause
of death is planned.
- CECILY MEZA

North Korea
fires missiles
in exercise

ELEONOR SEGURA / Daily Titan
A demonstrator wearing a Guy Fawkes mask displays a sign
criticizing the Fullerton Police Department Saturday.

another reason the group
was protesting.
Avalos said he would like
to use Ramos’ involvement
in Fullerton as a means to
continue to raise public
awareness.
“One of the things that we
want to do ... is to hold a candlelight vigil while Ramos is
coaching without one word
being said ... in front of the
children,” Avalos said.
Avalos said his goal for

the silent vigil would be
to spark the interest of the
children on Ramos’ little
league team and, in turn,
to force parents to explain
the issues to their children.
That, he said, would continue to spark awareness in the
community.
Fullerton Police Department representatives had
not responded to phone
calls requesting comment
as of Sunday afternoon.

South Korean defense officials said the
North Korean military fired 10 shortrange missiles over
the weekend.
The rockets were
fired toward the Sea of
Japan from the eastern coast of the Korean peninsula and
traveled about 46.5
miles in open waters, according to
officials.
The move has been
criticized by South
Korea as well as countries in the West.
“We once again call
on North Korea to refrain from provocative actions that aggravate tensions,” said
Jen Psaki, a spokeswoman for the U.S.
State Department.
However,
North
Korean officials contend the tests are
necessary for their
national defense.
- DAVID COATS
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Candidates state
goals, platforms
ASI
Continued from PAGE 1

ETHAN HAWKES / Daily Titan
Organizers from Students for Quality Education and the Cultural and Public History Association stand by a display representing rising
student costs over the years, with the last one taking the initial proposal of the Student Success Initiative into account.

Clubs ‘speak out’ on debt
Student groups also
continue criticism of
Student Success fee
KYLE NAULT
Daily Titan

As a new mandatory fee
came closer to final approval, Cal State Fullerton student groups called attention
Thursday to rising student
loan debt. Students for Quality Education (SQE) and the
Cultural and Public History
Association (CPHA) collaborated on the demonstration,
titled “Speak Out for Public
Education.”
“The whole goal is to look
at what’s going on with the
Cal State system,” said Raymond Ortiz, the president
of CPHA. “We need to bring
awareness not only to the
cause (of the rising debt), but
also to the fact that as CSUF
students, we do have the opportunities to come out and
create forums. We just don’t
have to sit aside and just
take whatever is thrown at
us.”
During the two-hour
event intended to approach
student debt from multiple
angles, the Student Success
Initiative, recently passed
by the Student Fee Advisory
Committee (SFAC), was once
again a focal point.
After the SFAC met
Wednesday, the fee now
stands at $181 per semester,
a cost that will be phased
in over the next three years.

That fee will now proceed to
President Mildred García.
If García passes the Student
Success Initiative, it will go
to California State University Chancellor Timothy P.
White for final approval.
Displays from SQE and
CPHA criticized the fee, and
the groups also addressed
the issue of rising tuition per
year.
Also featured was an open
floor period, highlighted by
students, faculty and guest
speaker Peter McLaren,
Ph.D., who shared his own
opinions surrounding the
student debt issue.
McLaren, a professor of
education at UCLA, told an
audience of about 30 students that the unequal distribution of wealth in modern society contributes to
issues in the flawed education system.
Jawad Ali, a professor of
liberal studies at CSUF who
took his class to the event,
said he sees students’ economic struggles firsthand.
“On a weekly basis I hear
from students that they want
to finish the reading, they
want to finish the paper, but
they have to work a lot,” Ali
said. “So they’re not just students anymore, they’re also
workers in an economy.”
Ali said administrators
must be able to see that students who work more to
combat their rising debt are
being affected negatively in
the classrooms, because it
is harder for them to pay attention during lectures and

properly learn course material outside of class.
“In some ways you can
think of the students as
workers who will, at some
point, get a job in the neoliberal economy,” Ali said.
“If you’re already sort of conditioning them (students)
to say, ‘hey, we’ll increase
something and you just have
to deal with it,’ … then maybe we are preparing them to
work in a corporation where,
basically, whatever the boss
says goes.”
There is roughly somewhere between $902 billion
and $1 trillion in total outstanding student loan debt
in the United States today.
The Federal Reserve Bank of
New York has reported $902
billion, and the Consumer
Finance Protection Bureau
has reported $1 trillion.
In the 2010-2011 school
year, about 57 percent of
public four-year college students graduated with debt,
according to the College
Board.
“The reality is there are
some people who are going
to be affected really negatively (by fee increases),” said
Carie Rael, a history graduate student. “Students are
going to have to take out
more debt. If you can’t afford
your tuition now, adding
more on to it … it’s just going
to further a problem that’s
already a national issue.”
Rael, a member of SQE,
also said students need to
learn that they have a voice
and they can actually make

a difference by engaging in
the political arena around
them that has to deal with
debt issues, including the denouncement of the now-$181
student fee.
Associated Students Inc.
Vice President Jonathan
Leggett was in attendance.
He agreed it is important for
students to be aware of issues on campus.
“I love when students are
out here trying to advocate
for what they believe in,”
Leggett said.
However, Leggett who voted to approve the fee during
the SFAC meeting, said he
disagrees with SQE and
CPHA regarding their opposition of the success fee and
how much debt it will raise
for students.
“If you are a financial aid
student, or if you do receive
any of the Cal Grant funding,
the financial aid is altered
accordingly with the fees,”
Leggett said. “The only reason that this (the fee) would
affect you is if you have loans
or if you pay out of pocket,
but $181, I believe, is a great
deal for the different services
that are yet to come.”
The current cost of tuition
for the spring 2014 semester
is $3,095 after all fees, according to Student Financial
Services.
If García and White approve the revised Student
Success Initiative, students may potentially incur a greater share of loan
debt heading into the fall
2015 semester.

ASI Elections Commissioner Kim Haycraft, who
served as one of the moderators, noted that two candidates spent about $4,000
on their ASI campaigns
last year as a transition
into questions concerning
campaign finance policy.
Rodriguez and Mendoza had mixed opinions
concerning a campaign
spending limit and a possible pool of public funding
that could supply candidates with money for their
campaigns.
“Regardless of ‘hey, do I
have the budget, do I have
the money,’ the support
will eventually come,” Rodriguez said. “I would
advocate for a spending limit if that becomes
an issue, but at the time,
like (Mendoza) said, it’s
about making sure we’re
making those connections (with students while
campaigning).”
Bath said he supports
both a funding pool for
candidates and a spending
limit on future elections.

“Many students are discouraged from running
for these positions because
they feel that they don’t
have the funding, they
don’t have the support or
the necessary resources to
be able to compete in these
elections,” he said.
As part of questions
from the audience, one student asked the candidates
to simplify their campaign platforms into a few
sentences.
“It’s as simple as being
‘students first,’ because
that is not just our slogan
for people to vote for us,”
Mendoza said. “Whatever
we do, ‘students first’ will
always be our priority.”
“No matter how many
times you get judged for
who you are, no matter
how many times you get
told you can’t do this or
that, there’s always a place
for you at Cal State Fullerton,” Bath said.
ASI elections will be held
March 18-20 and will be
open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Students may vote online
at Vote.Fullerton.edu or by
using voting booths posted
throughout campus.

ETHAN HAWKES / Daily Titan ETHAN HAWKES / Daily Titan
Missy Mendoza is running on a Harpreet Bath stressed making
all students feel welcome.
platform of “students first.”

“It’s as simple as
being ‘students
first,’ because
that is not just
our slogan ...
Whatever we do,
(it) will always be
our priority.”

“No matter how
many times you
get judged for
who you are ...
there’s always
a place for you
at Cal State
Fullerton.”

MISSY MENDOZA
ASI Presidential Candidate

HARPREET BATH
ASI Presidential Candidate

Trying to decide if the USC School of
Social Work is right for you?
Join us this spring in Irvine for one of the following
events, before our application deadline.
Class and Conversation with Juan Araque

Wednesday, March 26, 2014, 6:00pm-8:00pm

Academic Center Tour and Speaker Panel
Saturday, April 12, 2014, 11am-1:00pm

RSVP to ocac@usc.edu
619-726-4235
www.usc.edu/socialwork
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Beyond the
Numbers
Free Agency
ADRIAN GARCIA
for the Daily Titan

MIKE TRUJILLO / Daily Titan
A numerous amount of theories have come out in an attempt to explain the disappearance of the airplane in Flight 370.

Too early to speculate
NICOLE
WEAVER
Daily Titan

Some theories about
the disappearance of
flight 370 are bizarre
The mystery surrounding
Malaysia Airlines Flight 370
has received a lot of media
attention, causing all sorts
of theories that attempt to
explain what happened to
the plane.
But why?
Sometimes planes crash,
and in certain cases they aren’t discovered right away,
like in the case of the Air
France Flight 447.
However, the nature of
today’s world has created
a type of frenzy among humanity to need immediate
answers.
This unbridled desire for
information has caused
most media outlets to latch
onto any single microscopic piece of news in order to

feed audiences.
Most notably would be
the unsubstantiated claim
circulating for days that
two passengers with stolen
passports on board Flight
370 were terrorists, and that
the tragic disappearance of
the plane was attributed to
them.
Another absurd theory would be the suggestion
that the plane’s disappearance was due to electronic
warfare.
Apparently there were
20 passengers on the flight
who were employed at
the semiconductor firm,
Freescale.
“It is conceivable that the
Malaysia Airlines Flight
MH370 plane is ‘cloaked,’
hiding with high-tech electronic warfare weaponry
that exists and is used,” according to a BeforeItsNews.
com article. Ridiculous,
right?
Other conspiracy theories
range from aliens, the Illuminati, the new Bermuda
Triangle and the most ludicrous of them all: a mini hydrogen bomb controlled by
an iPhone app that created

a miniature black hole.
So why are people so
quick to perpetuate stories that hold absolutely no
water?
Well, it seems that most
of those people fail to realize the shortcomings of
modern technology.
The engines powering
Flight 370 only transmit
data packets a few times
during any given flight,
which negates the idea that
some had about a live feed.
Sending a constant stream
of data would be absurdly
expensive, and in the case
of Flight 370, only two data
packets were sent.
The hype surrounding
the “black box” system is
easily as justifiable.
Black box systems are
equipped with underwater
locators that emit an ultrasonic noise to be picked up
by sonar systems within a
range of a couple of miles.
If Flight 370 had crash
landed into the ocean and
submerged, it could be
pretty difficult to find unless a sonar system is within two nautical miles of the
plane.

In the case of MH370,
the search area is covering
hundreds of thousands of
square miles.
Lastly, the issue with
radar has been hotly
debated.
The transponder on any
given airline broadcasts the
plane’s location every half
second.
If the transponder fails,
then the plane could end up
anywhere. If the search efforts started within a 100mile radius of the plane’s
last known location, they
could still have hundreds of
thousands of square miles
to search.
Sadly, instead of realizing
that sometimes radar fails,
or finding a tiny black box
in the middle of the ocean
is overwhelmingly difficult,
conspiracy theorists choose
to believe it’s aliens, or the
New World Order.
Whatever has happened
with the mysterious Flight
370, there’s most likely a
reasonable
explanation,
and everyone should be focusing on that rather than
Il luminati-implemented
magical sorcery.

Creating a new type of doll
AMAL
ROCKN
Daily Titan

Lammily will give
little girls a realistic
perception of beauty
Barbies have been a little girl’s bestfriend since
their inception.
However, they have definitely given off the wrong
idea to young girls—that
beautiful is having an unrealistic,
unattainable
body and getting everything they might desire.
But now, the new “Lammily” doll created and designed by artist and researcher, Nickolay Lamm,
who based it on the average measurements of a
19-year-old girl, is becoming a reality.
Something needed to
come out and rebel against
the juggernaut that is Barbie. Lammily could be it.
Lamm launched a Kickstarter page to raise
$95,000 (£56,811) on March
5 and had already made
over $106,000 (£63,390)
the next day, according to
The Independent.
The idea is that average

is beautiful—just as being
skinny, fit, slim or just the
right amount of “curvy”
is.
But that shouldn’t be the
ultimate target or a depiction of the perfect woman
figure.
“Currently, there is no
doll like this on the market,” Lamm told Huffington Post.
Barbies, just as the
many advertisements and
intense projections of anorexic and unfit women
in the media, are giving
young girls and teeangers
the wrong impression.
This has resulted in the
genocide of the once curvy
-and-beautiful mentality.
“But the fact remains
that Barbie’s body proportions do affect the
way young girls see themselves. Providing kids the
option of playing with
dolls who sport realistic
bodies can only be a good
thing,” according to Huffington Post.
Not only is this mindset
dangerous for society, it is
also extremely detrimental to these young girls’
health.
“Barbie has been criticised for having proportions that would see the
doll have half a liver and
be forced to walk on all
fours if she were a real
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person,” according to The
Independent.
Of course, representatives of Barbie and other unrealistic fashion
dolls have defended their
dolls.

Not only is
this mindset
dangerous for
society, it is
also extremely
detrimental
to these young
girls’ health.
“Barbie’s body was never designed to be realistic,” said Kim Culmone,
Mattel’s vice president of
Barbie design, “She was
designed for girls to easily
dress and undress.”
The point here is being
dismissed. Girls not only
dress their dolls, they create stories and lives for
them. So, if their Barbies
are all the same size, how
can reality be achieved?
Lamm made sure to get
precise measurements for
his doll.
Lammily’s
measurements are based on the
United States Centers
for Disease Control and

Prevention’s
measurements for an average
19-year-old.
With these measurements, Lammily has proportions noticeably different to other dolls.
Not only does “Lammily” have average body proportions, she is also precisely defined with proper
make-up, outfits and a
foot size that could fit any
type of shoe, as opposed
to Barbie whose foot only
properly fits into high
stilettos.
This is contrary to
Barbie and other fashion dolls that are accompanied with outfits that
would only be worn going
to balls, castles and nightclubs—all of which are unrealistic “hotspots” for the
average child who plays
with them.
“I wanted Lammily to
wear clothes that Gap
or J. Crew might design.
There’s no reason why simple everyday clothes design
can’t be transferred to doll
clothes,” Lamm said.
The doll encompasses
all of the aspects of an average woman that young
girls should look forward
to becoming a fit, natural
woman.
It’s fitting that Lammily
carries the tagline: “average is beautiful.”

Free agency period.
I said I wasn’t going to do
it. I said I wasn’t going to
write about the free agency period in the NFL, but
promises can’t always be
kept. So here I am, writing
about free agency.
For those of you who read
my column, you know I’m
a Chargers fan. I’m from
San Diego, so I will proudly wear my powder blue and
yellow colors to the grave.
The leaders in the Chargers organization have never been big spenders.
The charger’s previous
front office was known for
letting go of their best players, instead of offering them
a big paycheck in order to
save a few bucks.
This eventually led to
the downfall of the team
that was consistently chosen as a Super Bowl favorite
during the preseason in the
mid-2000s.
Eventually, letting go
of their superstar players
forced them to succumb
to mediocrity, missing the
playoffs for three straight
seasons.
The final season with
the former front office administration saw the organization spending money
on overpriced free agents,
leaving the Chargers in a
budget crisis.
It foreshadowed the end
of an era, allowing the new
regime to come in with
limited room in the salary
cap to put together a playoff
contending team.
After all, the division was
crowded with the emerging
Kansas City Chiefs and the
Peyton Manning led Denver
Broncos, a team that is first
in the line of Super Bowl
contenders.
Tom Telesco, the Chargers’ general manager, was
able to sign a few veterans
for cheap contracts during
free agency that excelled
expectations and surprised
many analysts by leading
the team to the divisional
round of the playoffs.
This year, the Chargers
were once again cashstrapped and unable to land
a big free agent signing, to

the surprise of no one.
The Denver Broncos
were on the other side of
the spectrum.
The Broncos’ front office
team signed three of the
top defensive free agents
this past week and became
the favorite to represent
the AFC in the Super Bowl
for the second year in the
row.
This past season, they
were blown out by the Seattle Seahawks 43-8. The
Seattle offense exposed
all the holes in the Denver
defense.
Now, the Broncos’ organization is making an effort to revamp the defense
to avoid another embarrassing defensive performance and hopefully take
the next step in becoming
Super Bowl champions.
However,
championships are not won in
March.
Many teams have spent
a copious amount of money during free agency, only
to see their roster crumble
based on team chemistry
and individual egos.
The Philadelphia Eagles
famously spent millions
of dollars on free agents
that became known as the
Dream Team only to end
the season as the worst
team of the division.
It led to the end of
the Andy Reid era in
Philadelphia.
Many NFL analysts and
experts believe that free
agency should be used to
fill holes in teams that are
close to becoming Super
Bowl champions, like the
Broncos.
Others believe the key
to success and championships is to build your team
through the draft and
homegrown players, like
the Seahawks did.
While there is no real
blueprint
in
winning
during the free agency period, recent history shows
that the signing of many
players has not led to immediate championships.
Therefore, the Broncos
should not be considered
the Super Bowl favorites
after spending heavily this
past week.
After all, they have to
play the Chargers twice
this season.

Letter to the Editor
The Daily Titan welcomes letters to the editor. All letters
must include the sender’s first and last name. Students must
include their majors and other writers must include their
affiliation to the university, if applicable. Once a letter is
submitted, it becomes property of the Daily Titan. Publication
of letters is based on the validity of content and may be
edited for length, grammar and spelling. Letters may be sent
to editorinchief@dailytitan.com
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Despicable Me comes
to life at Universal
Guests can now
become ‘minions’ in
new attraction
MICHAEL CHEN
Daily Titan

Courtesy of Style Fashion Week
Designer Betsey Johnson ended her LA Fashion Week runway show with her signature cartwheel-into-splits routine. Her new
collection featured Johnson’s trademark bright colors and wild prints in an array of wearable pieces.

Big name brings the heat
Betsey Johnson’s new
collection wowed
audiences at L.A. Live
SARA HIATT
For the Daily Titan

The recent heat wave in
Los Angeles may have a
stylish explanation. Betsey
Johnson’s “hot, hot, hot”
themed fall 2014 collection scorched the runway
Wednesday night, leaving
the city of LA sweltering in
high temps.
Johnson’s collection was
one of about 30 featured
at Style Fashion Week’s
seventh season. This is the
second time the event has
been held at the LA Live
event deck in downtown
Los Angeles.
Johnson sent the same
looks down the LA Live
runway that she did last
month at New York Fashion Week. However, this
did not stop hundreds of
Betsey fans and LA based
media outlets from piling
into the crowded theater
with folding chairs to view
her collection.
The runway show began
almost two hours past its
8 p.m. start time, but most

gladly endured the wait
to witness a high production value show unusual
to the Los Angeles fashion
circuit.
The collection unsurprisingly showcased highly saturated colors from
every color of the rainbow.
Betsey’s signature pink,
striking blue hues and
neon orange all had their
moments in various fabrics
and accessories.
Fabrics ranged from faux
fur and chunky sweater
knits, to sequins and metallics. Cherry, floral, zebra,
cow and gun prints also
found their place throughout the collection.
A surprising aspect of
Johnson’s fall 2014 collection is the wearability
of many of the pieces. In
past collections over-thetop dresses had taken the
spotlight. This year, very
wearable faux fur vests,
shirt dresses, midi skirts
and sequin mini and
maxi dresses had attendees hanging up the collection’s pieces in their mental closets.
That said, this was a
signature Betsey Johnson
show. It would have been
unheard of had the array
of neon lace bodysuits,

leather
hotpants
and
short-length unitards in
animal prints not made
appearances in the collection as well.
The collection was highly accessorized with bags,
shoes, over-the-knee socks
and fashion jewelry, likely
giving a nod to Johnson’s
profitable
accessories
business.
The New York-based
Betsey Johnson brand is
now owned by Steve Madden after the shoe and
handbag designer bought
Johnson’s debt in 2010.
Since selling the company,
filing for bankruptcy and
closing all remaining boutiques, the brand has refocused on accessories and
lower price points.
Johnson’s mere presence
at LA Fashion Week was
shockingly A-list from the
previously blasé D-list attempts at fashion week in
recent years.
“Los Angeles fashion
rose to a whole new level
last night at Style Fashion
Week with the epic collection of fashion icon Betsey Johnson,” according to
Style Fashion Week.
Johnson posed on the
Style Fashion Week red
carpet at LA Live Event

Deck. Her appearance, as
well as the top-notch produced show brings the future of LA Fashion Week
and its possible next direction into question.
The Los Angeles Times
said that Johnson’s appearance may be what a
consumer-driven fashion
week may look like, instead of a fashion week
that pays homage to local
and upcoming designers.
If this trend continues,
LA Fashion Week may essentially become “the
staging of high-production-value personal appearances or glorified
trunk shows by brands regardless of their affiliation
to the local design community,” according to the
Los Angeles Times.
The show ended with
Betsey Johnson displaying her signature cartwheel-into-splits routine
down the runway to the
tune “Hot Hot Hot” by
Buster Poindexter. And of
course, two shirtless and
hunky firemen dressed
in red suspenders carrying leaf blowers disguised
as fire extinguishers. It
wouldn’t have been a true
Betsey Johnson show without such a finale.

An exciting new ride will
be opening its doors at Universal Studios this spring
for fans of the Despicable Me
animated movies.
Built on the old Terminator ride site and above the
Frankenstein parking garage, the new Despicable Me
Minion Mayhem attraction
is sure to bring in fans of the
movies with its hyper interactive layout; from Gru’s fart
cannon to the opportunity to dance along with the
minions themselves in the
“Celebration Room.”
In the movie, Gru is a
criminal mastermind with
a heart of gold who adopts
three young girls named
Margo, Edith and Agnes, initially with a villainous agenda. With the help of these
girls, he turns his sights
from plotting evil schemes
to working with his army of
comical minions to invent
off-the-wall contraptions for
more beneficial purposes.
The entire attraction is
geared toward immersing
the visitor into the world
of Despicable Me’s lovable
minions.
From the second each
guest walks through the
double doors of the mansion, they are surrounded by
memorabilia from the film.
There are paintings of Gru’s
adopted daughters and
even a huge model of Gru’s
airship.
The ride experience tells
a story that serves as a companion to the other Despicable Me films.
“We learn that the reason why we’re here is because (Gru’s) next big crime
requires us to be minions,”
said Jon Corfino, the project
director and show producer. “We’re constantly kind of
bombarded by these cool interactive effects.”
Corfino oversees the production of the attraction
and has made sure that
guests are completely surrounded by the entire Despicable Me environment not
only while riding the attraction but even while waiting
in line.
Upon entering the mansion, riders are immediately
greeted by an animated Gru,
who is shown on a screen.
He unveils his plan to turn

guests into minions, but
first he explains the guests
must undergo a “body scan,”
which occurs while the audience stands on a large vibrating platform.
Heat lamps on the ceiling
simulate an X-ray machine,
which “scans” the audience,
leading to Gru’s claims that
many of the audience members have not bathed.
A camera then aims at a
set spot and displays a picture of the guest who happens to be standing there
in an accusatory yet playful
manner.
“Through this storyline
he also hits us with his fart
gun, which smells like bananas because we all know
that minions like bananas
so there (is) a lot of cool interactive fun and we’re not
even on the ride yet,” Corfino said.
The interaction between
the visitors and the ride itself becomes more involved
when the audience is animated into the ride experience via cameras installed
in the ride vehicles.
“We come in here and this
is where we go through our
training mission about becoming minions and … he
blasts us with this ray and
we have cameras behind
the screen on two cars and
we are actually composited into the film,” Corfino
said.
Through this feature,
guests get the opportunity
to see what they would look
like as a part of the Despicable Me film.
The
interactive
fun
doesn’t end when the visitors walk off the ride. Universal Studios is also building an entire carnival based
on the movie dubbed “Super
Silly Fun Land,” named after
the location featured in the
movies. This area incorporates everything that Corfino has imagined to completely immerse the guests
into the animated world of
Despicable Me.
The venue is surrounded by many play areas and
mini rides that are inspired
by the same Super Silly
Fun Land featured in the
movie.
The boardwalk, constructed out of beautifully carved concrete made to
look like wood, was created
to complement the visitors’
experience, enhancing the
feeling that they are at the
actual carnival seen in the
movie.
The entire ride is slated to
open this spring.

Bayside to celebrate esteemed album
Popular punk band to
make stop in Pomona
for headlining tour
DANIEL TOMERLIN
Daily Titan

Punk rock stalwarts Bayside return to The Glass
House in Pomona on March
18, in an effort to promote
their latest release, CULT.
CULT, released on Feb. 18,
came in at No. 24 on Billboard’s Top 200 Albums
chart, and marks the highest debuting album for the
band and its record label,
Hopeless Records.
“We are incredibly proud
of what Bayside has been
able to accomplish right out
of the gate on CULT,” said
Ian Harrison, vice president
of marketing and creative
for Hopeless Records.
In addition to Billboard’s
Top 200 Chart, CULT landed at No. 1 on Billboard’s
Vinyl Chart and No. 3 on
Billboard’s Record Label Independent Chart.
“It’s very exciting to see
a band with such a strong
history be able to grow
their album sales including delivering the No. 1 vinyl album in the 20 year

history of Hopeless Records,” Harrison said in a
press release.
CULT is the sixth studio
album from the New Yorkbased punk band and has
garnered mostly positive
reviews from fans and critics alike.

“It’s hard to
argue with that
statement, as
CULT unleashes
some of the
band’s tastiest
riffs and strongest
songs yet while
broadening
Bayside’s musical
palate.”
DREW BERINGER
AbsolutePunk.net

“(Bayside is) a tried-andtrue punk band with a keen
ear for melody … it certainly helps when you have a
singer as versatile as Raneri, who’s able to ride his
honey-soaked
melodies
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to the moon,” Alternative
Press said of the album.
Bayside has continued
their growth in both album
sales and songwriting excellence, prompting praise
from music media outlets.
“The ante is upped so
much on CULT that the past
releases just can’t compete,”
said New Noise magazine.
Other reviews have sung
high praises for the album
as well, including one from
Sputnik Music, which declared CULT to be the best
album Bayside has ever
released.
Popular alternative music website AbsolutePunk.
net touted the band’s ability to step up their already
acclaimed guitar work with
CULT.
“CULT is essential Bayside. And it’s hard to argue with that statement,
as CULT unleashes some of
the band’s tastiest riffs and
strongest songs yet while
broadening Bayside’s musical palate,” said Drew
Beringer of AbsolutePunk.
net.
The band’s swift evolution has been a major factor
in its ability to stay relevant
and CULT is a perfect example of that progression.

“Against a backdrop of
loss and love, these songs
are a study in how to
grow up gracefully without sacrificing the edge of
youth,” Kerrang said of the
album.
Bayside kicked off their
headlining tour in promotion of CULT with a soldout show at Cleveland,
Ohio’s Beachland Ballroom
on March 5, bringing along
Four Year Strong, Daylight
and Mixtapes for support.
With the critical and financial success of CULT,
in addition to the fact that
many shows on “The Great
American Cult Tour” are
selling out in advance, Bayside’s relentless work ethic
continues to pay off, giving the band and its management hopes for a bright
future.
“There is much more to
come from Bayside and we
are very happy to be part of
it,” Harrison said.
The two-month nationwide tour dubbed “The
Great American Cult Tour”
pulls into The Glass House
in Pomona on March 18.
Tickets are available online or at The Glass House
box office for $17.50 and the
show starts at 7 p.m.

MICHAEL CHEN / Daily Titan
The new Universal Studios ride is based around creating an
interactive experience between the ride elements and guests.
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CSUF splits its four
weekend matches
at Anderson Field
IAN O’BRIEN
Daily Titan

The Cal State Fullerton
softball team hosted its second consecutive weekend
tournament with doubleheaders scheduled for both
Friday and Saturday.
The team won its first two
games of the Titan Classic
before falling in the final
two, bringing their overall
record to 17-12.
Friday
The Titans opened the
tournament against Canisius Golden Griffins Friday,
defeating them 7-2. CSUF
jumped out to an early 5-0
lead in the second inning
before the Golden Griffins
responded with two runs of
their own in the top of the
third inning. The Titans bit
back in the bottom of the
third inning to extend their
lead to 7-2, and they never
looked back.
Their hitting was led by
sophomore third baseman
Missy Taukeiaho, who continues to blister balls from
the plate. Taukeiaho went
two for four with a home
run and four runs batted
in.
“Honestly, my thing is
just to see the ball really well, not to be overly aggressive. Just kind of see as
many pitches as I can, but I
felt it that at-bat,” Taukeiaho said.
Sophomore
Monique
Wesley started in the circle
for the Titans and dazzled

AMANDA SHARP / Daily Titan
Senior catcher Ariel Tsuchiyama makes contact with a pitch in on her hands and pulls it into right field. Tsuchiyama, a lefty from La
Habra, is batting .293 on the season and has crushed two home runs and drove in 14 runs from the No. 2 spot in the lineup.

with a complete game. She
only allowed two runs and
four hits. Wesley also struck
out 10 batters.
The Titans weren’t finished with their offensive
outburst, though. They continued their high scoring
against Las Vegas and beat
them 12-4 in six innings.
The game was close at the
beginning when the Rebels
stormed out to a 3-0 lead in
the top of the first inning.
The Titans answered with
four in the bottom off of
three home runs.
The Rebels then tied
the game in the top of the

Classes are only
$46 per unit!

Melissa Sechrest added a
two for three effort that included a two-run home run,
her first of the year.
Friday marked the end of
a three-game losing streak
for the Titans.
“I think it was key for us
today, especially just from
last weekend. We really put
in the work this week so we
got the results we wanted,”
Taukeiaho said.
The win against UNLV
also marked victory No. 500
for Head Coach Kelly Ford
between her time at Mt. San
Antonio College and Cal
State Fullerton.

Saturday
Saturday was another story for the Titans, as
they dropped both of their
games that day to Texas
Tech and DePaul.
Against Texas Tech, the
Titans’ pitching broke down
as they allowed the Red
Raiders to score 13 runs.
Freshman
Christina
Washington took the circle
for CSUF, and she allowed
eight runs and 11 hits in 4.1
innings.
The Titans’ bats showed
signs of life from Friday
though, as they scored three

Save $$$ This Summer
Hundreds of Classes Added
at El Camino College

EL CAMINO COLLEGE
16007 Crenshaw Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90506
1-866-ELCAMINO

facebook.com/
ElCaminoCollege

second before the Titans
took a 6-4 lead in the bottom of the third.
The star of the Titans’
game against the Rebels
was senior left fielder Leesa
Harris. She hit four for four
with five runs batted in, including a bases-clearing triple in the sixth inning.
Junior Eliza Crawford also
contributed to the Titans’
offensive explosion with
three runs batted in while
batting two for two. Her
runs batted in came from
getting hit by a pitch, homering and hitting a double.
Sophomore first baseman

runs in the fourth inning off
a two-run single by sophomore center fielder Paige
Kisling and a double by Harris. This inning came to an
abrupt halt when Harris was
tagged out at third trying to
advance during her double.
Taukeiaho also hit her
third home run of the weekend, increasing her total to
nine with 20 runs batted in.
They also threatened in the
sixth inning when Sechrest
reached on a fielding error, allowing two runners to score.
The bases were loaded, but
the runners were stranded when freshman outfielder Gabrielle Rodas grounded into a fielder’s choice as a
pinch hitter. The Titans ultimately lost the game 13-6.
The bats became quiet for
CSUF when they faced DePaul despite two solo home
runs from Sechrest and sophomore Samantha Galarza.
Wesley took the circle once
again for the Titans, but she
didn’t fare as well as she had
the previous day. Despite a
solid showing through five,
she broke down in the sixth
inning and allowed three
runs to all but put the game
out of reach for the Titans,
who lost 5-2. But Wesley left
the tournament with a positive feeling overall.
“I think we had a very
good weekend overall. We
struggled with some games,
but we came back and made
some adjustments, so I think
overall it was a pretty good
weekend,” Wesley said.
The Titans will get rest
after a long weekend before
they face Canisius again,
Monday at 6 p.m.
“The first thing is resting.
Secondly, coming back with
the fight we have in us for
Monday night,” Ford said.
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Becoming a teacher
of math or science?
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(English and Spanish)
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Fieldwork
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ARIES

(MARCH 21 - APRIL 19):

Mercury re-enters Pisces today, after
going direct in Aquarius on 2/28.
Now the words come to more freely express emotions and deeper
thoughts. Use that to build partnership today and tomorrow. Ramp up
the action!

TAURUS

(APRIL 20 - MAY 20):

It’s easier to express your feelings,
with Mercury directly re-entering Pisces. Creativity hits a sweet spot. Pull
out the good stuff. The equipment
works again, now that you tuned it.
Prioritize balanced health and work
today and tomorrow.

GEMINI

(MAY 21 - JUNE 20):

You’re motivated by love. Now that
Mercury’s in Pisces again, you find
the words to share your heart with
your closest circle. Express through
actions and with imagery as well as
in speaking. You see the limitations.
A perfect solution appears.

CANCER

(JUNE 21 - JULY 22):

Travel beckons, with Mercury direct
and re-entering Pisces. Transportation and mechanical equipment flow
with greater ease. Handle home issues first. Good quality lasts longer.
Express deep feelings through artwork, music or craft. Create something of beauty.

LEO

(JULY 23 - AUG. 22):

You can be especially eloquent, as
words come freely now with Mercury directly re-entering Pisces. Today
and tomorrow explore and discover
a new creative direction. Study what
you love voraciously. Profits (and expenses) can rise. Watch the money.

VIRGO

(AUG. 23 - SEPT. 22):

Listen to the competition and learn
new tricks with Mercury re-entering
Pisces. Notice unspoken clues and
structural language. What you learn
increases profits. Cut non-essential
items from the budget. Tactfully
present your view. A female delivers
the goods.

CONTACT US: ADOSHI@DAILYTITAN.COM

LIBRA

(SEPT. 23 - OCT. 22):

Profitable ideas abound, with Mercury re-entering Pisces. Don’t take
on more than you can handle. Restock supplies. You’re inspired by
truth, beauty and goodness. Speak
out about what you want today and
tomorrow. You get farther by being
cute.

SCORPIO

(OCT. 23 - NOV. 21):

Your writing especially thrives with
Mercury re-entering Pisces. Outline
your philosophical reasoning, and
express your feelings for freedom and
satisfaction. Put passion into your
work, and it flowers money. Patiently
handle the details. Separate fantasy
from reality.

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV. 22 - DEC. 21):

Introspection and reflection at home
provide fertile ground for creativity, with Mercury re-entering Pisces.
Share your feelings with friends, and
listen for their concerns and wishes.
Walk and talk somewhere beautiful,
and schedule into a regular practice.

CAPRICORN

(DEC. 22 - JAN. 19):

You’re especially clever, with Mercury
re-entering Pisces. Words come easily
to express what you really feel. Apply
this to your work today and tomorrow, for greater efficiency and ease.
Strip away the pretenses. Friends offer a new view.

AQUARIUS

(JA. 20 - FEB. 18):

Study something you love. Get reminded of a dream you used to have,
with new possibilities. You’re especially savvy financially, with Mercury
re-entering Pisces. Release emotions
by expressing them, and create with
renewed freedom.

PISCES

(FEB. 19 - MARCH 20):

Invent some long-term career goals
over the next few days. How would
you like your work to develop? It’s
easier to notice what your heart desires, with Mercury re-entering Pisces. Prioritize happiness and beauty.
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Titans
salvage
weekend
series win
BASEBALL
Continued from PAGE 1

While it wasn’t pretty,
CSUF earned the 6-5 win by
coming back in a somewhat
desperate situation for the
struggling Titans.
“We got lucky,” Head
Coach Rick Vanderhook
said. “We’re still searching
on offense to see what we
can do, and we leave too
many guys on.”
Game 2
The second game of the
weekend series was easily
the worst for CSUF. Recording just four hits on the day,
the Titans offense struggled
to get going all day against
Saint Mary’s pitcher Cameron Neff in their 6-0 loss.
The Gaels freshman was
not overpowering by any
means, striking out just
three batters, but he was
able to keep the Titan bats
off balance throughout his
nine-inning gem.
Titans’ junior Grahamm
Wiest got the ball on Saturday, moving up from his
usual Sunday role due to a
shoulder injury ailing sophomore Justin Garza. Wiest
filled in admirably, hurling
eight innings while allowing just three runs, none of
which were earned.
The ninth inning was an
absolute disaster for CSUF,
as the Titan bullpen gave up
three runs to put the game
out of reach.
Fullerton made three errors on the night as well, a
recurring mistake that Vanderhook had hoped would
be solved by now.
“The team is just not playing with much confidence
right now, I think that’s the
biggest reason for what happened tonight,” Wiest said.
Game 3
Freshman Phil Bickford
used a career-long outing on
the mound along with a balanced Titan offensive effort
to earn a 4-2 victory in the
rubber match of the weekend series on Sunday.
Bickford threw six innings, allowing just two
runs on four hits, walking only two batters while
striking out seven. His seven strikeouts also matched
a career-high for the highly-touted freshman.
Matt Chapman paced the
offense with his two hits, including a clutch RBI double
that put CSUF ahead once
and for all, in the sixth inning. After hitting third in
the lineup for the first two
games of the series, Chapman was placed in the leadoff role where he seemed to
thrive on Sunday.
The offense that struggled so mightily against the
Gaels on Saturday seemed
more rejuvenated in the final game of the series, earning 10 walks at the plate to
go along with their six hits.
Davis, Tyler Stieb and Clay
Williamson all added an
RBI for the Fullerton offensive effort.
While the Titans were
able to get back on track by
winning the series, it is clear
there is still work to be done
on offense and defense.
Defense has failed the
preseason No. 1 ranked
team, which made eight
errors in the three-game
series, allowing their opponents from the West
Coast Conference to stick
around in games.
The Titans will take on
the University of Nevada
at Las Vegas on Tuesday
at Goodwin Field, where
CSUF will try and get a
new win streak started.
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End of the road for CSUF
Titan offense can’t
get going against
LBSU as season ends
TAMEEM SERAJ
Daily Titan

Offense was hard to come
by for the Cal State Fullerton men’s basketball team
in its quarterfinal loss to rival Long Beach State at the
Big West tournament.
The Titans (11-20, 6-10
Big West) bowed out in the
first round of the Big West
tournament for a second
consecutive year to the
49ers (15-17, 11-7 Big West).
CSUF connected on only
26.7 percent of its shots in
the first half and shot just
33.3 percent for the game.
The 66-56 loss marked the
end of the CSUF careers of
seniors Michael Williams,
Marquis Horne and James
Johnson.
Unfortunately for the seniors, they shot a combined
6-27 in their final game and
accounted for only 18 of the
team’s points. Williams,
CSUF’s leading scorer, uncharacteristically
struggled to get the ball to fall
through the hoop.
Williams extended his
double-digit scoring streak
to 31 games on a garbage
time three-pointer, but the
fate of the Titans was already sealed.
In the first half, the Titans came out sluggish as
Long Beach built a 6-0 lead
to start the game. Fullerton didn’t get its first point
until Williams made a free
throw at the 15:19 mark of
the first half. Junior guard
Alex Harris got the first
CSUF field goal nearly six
minutes into the game.
“There weren’t as many
gaps as usual and we tried
to exploit it the best way we
could but it just wasn’t going our way tonight,” Williams said.
Despite the poor shooting, it was not all gloom
and doom for CSUF. The Titans showed some grit and
went into halftime trailing
by only four points with
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Titans guard Josh Gentry and the CSUF offense strugled to get going against a staunch Long Beach defense in their Big West
Tournament game on Thursday..Fullerton shot just 33.3 percent for the game, as they watched the 49ers pull away in the second half.

the help of 10 CSUF offensive boards. Williams hit
a three-pointer, his first
bucket of the game, with
five seconds remaining to
bring the score to 29-25.
Loose balls played a key
factor in the first half. The
Titans seemed just a step
too slow to track down the
50/50 balls and the 49ers
capitalized on them by
scoring 16 of their 29 firsthalf points in the paint.
“We weren’t quick to react to those (loose balls)
and that’s a huge part of
what we do,” Head Coach
Dedrique Taylor said. “I
thought Long Beach State
was quicker to the ball early in the first half and they
created some easy baskets
for themselves right around
the rim.”
The Titans wasted no
time getting their first basket in the second half, as
Harris buried a jumper on
their first possession. After that, Harris seemed unstoppable the next seven

minutes. The junior scored
12 points in that stretch as
the Titans took their first
lead of the game at 43-39.
Harris would finish with a
game-high 17 points.
“We just came out playing Titan basketball in the
second half, playing with
energy and everybody was
talking to each other,” Harris said.
After that point, all the
rhythm and momentum
the Titans built came to
a screeching halt. Long
Beach responded with a
16-2 run over a seven minute stretch in which the Titans looked like the sluggish team from the first
half.
“Then we cooled off and
the ball again wasn’t finding its way in, and that
was it,” Harris said on the
turning point of the game.
“Sometimes the ball goes
in and sometimes, like tonight, the ball don’t.”
The 10-point lead would
be more than enough for
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the 49ers to close out the
Titans and send them
packing from the tournament. The Titans tried the
foul game but could not
make good on their chances to trim the lead.
The loss closes the books
on Taylor’s first season at
the CSUF helm. Taylor is
optimistic about the future of the program and the
example set by this year’s
squad.
“I couldn’t be more proud
of a group that set the foundation for what we are trying to do,” Taylor said. “I
never felt like they quit. I
always felt like I got their
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best, both on and off the
floor. That’s a huge part as a
first year coach and trying
to build a program.”
And as far as Taylor buying into the rivalry, he is
more invested now than
ever.
“(There’s) no question
about that,” Taylor said.
“Once you’ve been here a
year and in years to come
it continues to grow. It’s a
nice rivalry and it’s something to look forward to.”
For more information on
the CSUF men’s basketball
team and information on
all Titan Athletics visit FullertonTitans.com.

Titan men and women take first at track meet
CSUF has an
impressive showing
against D1 teams
DAVID COATS
Daily Titan

The strong start to Cal
State Fullerton’s track
and field season continued over the weekend at
the annual Ben Brown
Invitational.
The two-day event, hosted by CSUF, had more than
1,100 attendees watching at the Titan Track
Complex.
In total, the Titans came
away from the weekend
with 12 top-four finishes.
More than 1,500 athletes
from 40 different schools

competed in the event that
kicked off Friday morning
and concluded Saturday
night.
Of the NCAA Division-I
schools in competition,
the Titan women took first
place overall with a total of 191.5 points, a full
six points ahead of Utah
Valley, a team that placed
second.
The Titan men also
placed at the top of the
D-I schools, although they
ended up tied with Utah
Valley for first with 189
points total.
Local schools competing included Fullerton
College, Vanguard, Concordia, Orange Coast College and Azusa Pacific
University.
Division-I schools at
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the meet included Cal
State Long Beach, Cal
State Bakersfield, Loyola
Marymount, USC and
Pepperdine.
Freshman Tigest Nealy took first place in her
200-meter dash heat with
a time of 24.85 seconds
and fellow freshman Destinee Brown placed second
in her heat of the 200-meter dash with a time of
23.83 seconds.
The 4x400m team of senior Katie Wilson, juniors
Morgan Thompson and
Deena Pierce, and Nealy
took first in their event
with an overall time of
3:45.88.
Freshman
Brooke
Hardge set the furthest
mark for the Titan women in the long jump with a

distance of 18-03.25.
Senior Jasmyne Davis
had a triple jump distance
of 38-09.0 feet, which was
good enough for a thirdplace finish.
The Titan men had an
impressive showing at the
meet as well.
The 1:54.46 mark set by
freshman Shelby Hernandez Jr. placed him second
in his heat of the 800m
race and senior Brandon
Cook’s time of 1:54.13 put
him in the sixth spot in
his respective heat of the
same event.
Freshman Paris Pijuan
took third overall in the
pole vault by clearing 1507.00 feet and junior Alexander “Bubba” Ostrowski placed fourth overall
in the long jump with a

respectable distance of
22-11.0 feet.
The stadium record in
the pole vault for both
the men and women were
broken on Saturday. Caitlin Harrison of Moorpark
College set the new record
with a height of 10-02.00
feet.
Jason McKinnon of Orange Coast College set the
overall record for the men
by clearing an impressive
mark of 14-03.25 feet.
Mike Hollis of Cal Poly
Pomona would go on to tie
this mark later on in the
day.
The Titans will next be
in action on Friday in Irvine for the Spring Break
Invitational that will behosted by Big West member UC Irvine.
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